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1.  Introduction 

2. Objective 
• How do we actually get people to meet? 
• This applies to any language group, really, but my experience has 

been with Latin  
3. Overview 

• What is the challenge?  What is the history of what we’ve tried? (i.e. 
how did we end up at Meetup.com 

• Why does Meetup.com work? 
• What things have I learned from this, that I can share? 

4. Rusticatio Virginiana 
• One-week immersion 
• often the first exposure to 

spoken Latin 
• highly structured 

• only happens once per 
year 

• participants come from 
all over

5. Cena Latin 
• the goal was to keep momentum and camaraderie from Rusticatio 
• pulled from DC, MD, and VA 
• often took place at someone’s house 
• tried to deal with many people’s schedules 
• even though we cast a wide net, we still ended up with only a few people. 
• rarely took place 
• used to tell people “Start a Cena” – now we say “Start a Meetup 

6. Cafea Latina 
• We started hanging out just a few of us at Coffee Shops in Baltimore 
• Three turned out to be just enough people 
• This broke us out of the Cena model – local is better 
• we committed to meet on a more regular basis 
• (this is because now we had Jake in our crew) 
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7. Baltimore Active Latin 
• I was looking for a way to manage the regular meetings that we were going 

to have.  
• Started the group largely on a whim 
• Discovered that using the Meetup website has a lot of advantages (we’ll get 

into that) 
• Initial idea was to have lots of different kinds of activities 
• What has the result been? 

- we meet much more frequently 
- participants are seeing very real increases in their language 

proficiency 
- organizational burden is distributed 
- the group is less reliant on the top speakers 
- by splitting up and going local, the regional meetups actually happen 

more often 

8. Making this work 
• Don’t be afraid to just jump in 
• Keep it local 
• A few people is enough 
• never-comes are normal 
• Location! 
• What is the threshold for burn out?  How frequently can you get away with 

meeting?  Wine ‘n Sign and BAL are every other week, but Amigos de 
Español happens weekly  (it is a truly excellent life I lead) 

9. Wine ‘n Sign  
(ASL is not a “less-commonly spoken” language, but it’s another group I have 
experience with) 

• Mark encourages us to just get started 
• ASL teachers ask him to provide materials which they can give to students 
• When people talk positively about the group, it increases popularity 
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10. Signage 
• Be unambiguous – what you do is more important than the clever name 
• Make it easy for people to access the site – Qr code and business cards 

11. Qr codes (what the hell is this?) 

12. Building community 
• Meetup has lots of ways to communicate with members. 
• I’m not really good with the feel good, team building stuff, but it really 

does make a difference.   
• This is even more important when the community grows beyond your 

immediate circle, and is crucial for welcoming new members to the group 
and having them continue to come. 

• Post photos of everyone having a good time 
• Click “Good to see you.” – it lets participants know that you notice they’re 

there 

13. Using Meetup.com (actual tour of the Meetup site) 
• Set-up your group 

- small fee 
- post a description 
- select group topics 
- create new member questions 

• Create publicity materials 
• Schedule and event 

- one-time 
- recurring 

• Create resource pages for members 


